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Within a few years, the genome sequences of a large number of
medically and agriculturally important fungi will be known. With
this resource come the promises of genomic approaches to
study pathogenicity and host–fungus interactions. Genomics is
particularly attractive for these questions, as conventional
genetic and biochemical approaches are limited in many
pathogenic fungi. Recent work has applied signature-tagged
mutagenesis and DNA microarray analysis to virulence studies in
several fungal species, and novel approaches, such as protein
arrays and genomic deletion libraries, are being developed in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and have significant potential in other
fungi. High-throughput gene-discovery approaches should
greatly increase our understanding of fungal pathogenesis.
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Abbreviations
2D-PAGE two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
GST glutathione-S-transferase
ICAT isotope-coded affinity tag
ORF open reading frame
PABA para-aminobenzoic acid
SAGE serial analysis of gene expression
STM signature-tagged mutagenesis

Introduction
This is an exciting time for fungal research. The dramatic 
gap in research tools and resources that has long existed
between the model yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae and
Schizosaccharomyces pombe and the rest of the mycology 
community is closing rapidly as the genomics revolution
encompasses pathogenic fungi. The emerging genome
sequence from many species allows the application of genomic
technologies to the study of fungal pathogenicity. This is 
a particularly important development, given the historic 
difficulties that result from the limited genetic tools in these
species — many are asexual, have poor efficiencies of 
transformation and/or homologous recombination, lack stable
extrachromosomal elements, or grow poorly in the laboratory.
Genomics promises to bypass some of these challenges and
permit rapid identification of virulence genes. The experi-
ences in S. cerevisiae demonstrate that genomics is a very
powerful tool in the study of a wide variety of areas, including
pathogenesis. In this review, I provide an overview of how
these approaches are being, or can be, used in virulent species. 

Genome sequencing efforts
The S. cerevisiae genome project was completed in 1996,
making it the first eukaryotic organism to be sequenced

[1]. The S. pombe genome was finished recently, as well [2]
(see Table 1). The genome sequence of S. cerevisiae has
been a remarkable advance, both by speeding research
using conventional techniques and by the development of
novel tools. Fortunately, preliminary genome assemblies
for the opportunistic pathogen Candida albicans and the
mold Neurospora crassa have been released (Table 1) and
there are ongoing public projects for several Aspergillus
species, Magnaporthe grisea, Candida glabrata, Cryptococcus
neoformans, Pneumocystis carinii and other fungal species. A
list of fungal genomics resources on the World Wide Web
can be found in a recent review [3] and at The Institute for
Genome Research (Table 1).

In addition, a comprehensive Fungal Genome Initiative
(FGI) has been proposed. Begun by Gerald Fink and 
colleagues at the Whitehead Institute and developed through
community discussions, the FGI emphasizes that fungi
represent both a terrible human cost in terms of disease
and agricultural damage, and an unparalleled opportunity
to study eukaryotic evolution. The FGI proposes to
sequence, at a pace of one genome per month, 15 fungi
representing a range of medical, agricultural and scientific
interests, including both closely related species and widely
divergent ones. Additional species will be considered 
after the initial phase is complete. This proposal, if fully 
funded, will provide an astonishing resource in less than
two years [4••].

Mutagenic techniques
The cornerstone of genetics is, and will always be, the 
isolation and analysis of mutants. Genomic approaches can,
however, make it easier to identify the mutated locus, 
or to create comprehensive pools of mutants. This is a 
significant advantage in pathogenesis studies.

Signature-tagged mutagenesis
Mutagenesis via insertion of a DNA fragment has been used
in fungal pathogenesis studies for many years. Complete
genome sequences greatly increase the power of insertional
screens by allowing a single sequencing run to identify the
tagged locus. Unfortunately, insertional mutagenesis is
impractical for animal studies because each mutant must be
tested individually. Signature-tagged mutagenesis (STM),
developed by Holden for bacterial pathogens ([5]; reviewed
in [6]), incorporates a 40 bp sequence tag into the insertional
DNA element. Mutants, each with a unique tag, can be 
tested in the animal in pools of up to 96 strains. Persistence
of individual mutants is detected by hybridizing PCR-
amplified tags from organisms recovered from the animal to
an array containing the tag sequences. Mutations disadvan-
tageous in vivo will be underrepresented in the recovered
population. The result is the ability to use the animal model
itself as a virulence screen.
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Holden applied this system to Aspergillus fumigatus, 
testing 4648 STM strains in a mouse model of 
invasive aspergillosis. Two insertions were reproducibly 
defective, one of which was upstream of the para-
aminobenzoic acid (PABA) synthetase gene (pabaA).
This mutant had no in vitro phenotypes except for a
growth defect in the absence of PABA, but was pro-
foundly avirulent unless the diet of the mice was
supplemented with PABA [7••]. It is important to note
that availability of PABA had not previously been 
associated with virulence in fungi. 

Cormack et al. [8] constructed 96 C. glabrata strains by
integrating a signature tag into the disrupted URA3 locus,
and then used insertional mutagenesis to create the STM
pool. In pools of 96, 4800 mutants were screened in vitro
for adherence to epithelial cells; adherence was increased
in five strains, reduced in 10 and eliminated in 16.
Fourteen of the non-adherent mutants were integrations
into the EPA1 gene, a member of a large family of fungal
cell-surface proteins. Heterologous expression of EPA1
in S. cerevisiae cells allows this non-adherent species to 
bind to epithelial cells. A complete deletion of CgEPA1 is 

Table 1

Web sites of interest.

Web site name Description URL

Recent genome annotations/genome project information
Schizosaccharomyces A searchable annotation database for the complete http://www.genedb.org/genedb/pombe/index.jsp
  pombe GeneDB  genome
  Prototype
CandidaDB World Wide A searchable partial annotation of the C. albicans http://genolist.pasteur.fr/CandidaDB
  Web Server   genome (assembly 6)
Chip DB A searchable partial annotation of the C. albicans http://staffa.wi.mit.edu/

  genome (assemblies 4–6)
Neurospora crassa A searchable partial annotation (assembly 3) http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu/annotation/fungi/neurospora/
  Database
Saccharomyces Genome The king of databases; recently added C. albicans http://genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/
  Database  homology
TIGR Microbial Database Links/status of microbial genome projects at TIGR http://www.tigr.org/tdb/mdb/mdbinprogress.html

 and  elsewhere
Fungal Genome Initiative Description and white paper for the FGI http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/seq/fgi/
Microarray protocols/software resources
Microarrays.org A good source for protocols, suppliers and software http://microarrays.org
The MGuide Do-it-yourself guide to microarray equipment http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/mguide/index.html
The Brown Lab Protocols Protocols developed and used in the Brown lab http://brownlab.stanford.edu/protocols.html
Eisen Lab Microarray software, including the popular ‘TreeView’ http://rana.lbl.gov/

 program
Microarray Gene Expression Developing standards for publication and evaluation http://www.mged.org
 Data Group  of microarrays
DeRisi Lab Protocols, software and published datasets http://derisilab.ucsf.edu/
BioConductor Software and resources for bioinformatics http://biowww.dfci.harvard.edu/~bioconductor/
Microarray resource list Links to software for bioinformatics http://linkage.rockefeller.edu/wli/microarray/soft.html
National Center for Genome Software and resources for bioinformatics http://www.ncgr.org/software/
 Resources
OligoArray Application to design oligonucleotide-based arrays http://berry.engin.umich.edu/oligoarray/
DNA probe database for Similar to OligoArray, has probe sets ready-made for http://ural.wustl.edu/~lif/probe.pl
  DNA oligo microarray  four species
Primer3 Application to design PCR primers; can be used in http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-

 bulk processing   bin/primer/primer3_www.cgi
Microarray datasets
Stanford Microarray 14 published S. cerevisiae projects, plus many http://genome-www5.stanford.edu/MicroArray/SMD/
  Database   non-fungal projects
Yeast Microarray Global >40 published datasets from multiple groups http://www.transcriptome.ens.fr/ymgv/
  Viewer
SGD Expression Connection 11 published datasets from multiple groups http://genome-www4.stanford.edu/cgi-

  bin/SGD/expression/expressionConnection.pl
NCBI Gene Expression The NCBI’s database of gene expression data; not http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
  Omnibus  limited to fungi
Fink Lab Genomics Three published datasets from Fink lab work http://staffa.wi.mit.edu/fink_public/index.html
Brown Lab Database Four published datasets from Brown lab work http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/explore/
2D-PAGE databases
Yeast Protein Map Spot identification of 282 S. cerevisiae proteins http://www.ibgc.u-bordeaux2.fr/YPM/
Swiss 2DPAGE Spot identification of 62 S. cerevisiae proteins http://www.expasy.ch/ch2d/ch2d-top.html
COMPLUYEAST-2DPAGE 15 C. albicans and 37 S. cerevisiae proteins http://babbage.csc.ucm.es/2d/2d.html
World-2DPAGE Links to 2D-PAGE databases http://www.expasy.ch/ch2d/2d-index.html

2D-PAGE, two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
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non-adherent, but still fully virulent, so there are probably
additional adhesins redundant with EPA1 in vivo [8].

Mutant libraries
A more systematic mutagenesis approach is to construct a
library of strains in which every (non-essential) gene is
mutated. This also permits a saturating screen with a 
limited number of strains, an important consideration in
virulence studies. A S. cerevisiae deletion set, incorporating
signature tags, was created through a multilaboratory 
project [9], and is available from the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC), Research Genetics and
EUROSCARF. The creation of similar libraries in other

fungi depends on genome sequence, of course, and is 
facilitated by efficient PCR-based disruption protocols. It
will usually require a community project to share the labor
and costs of primer design, amplification, transformation
and genotyping, but this resource is well worth the effort.

Nucleotide-based approaches
It has been long appreciated that organisms express genes
only in conditions in which they are needed. The induc-
tion of a gene in a particular condition can therefore
provide clues about its function. Identification of expres-
sion changes between populations as a gene discovery tool
underlies differential display (reviewed in [10]), which has

Figure 1

A schematic for microarray construction and
application. Publicly available genome
sequences for many species may not be
completely assembled or annotated. (a) The
first step in array design is to determine an
ORF set, using criteria such as minimum size,
coding probability and homology searches.
The difficulty is increased in fungi with
frequent introns. (b) Oligonucleotides are
designed from this set. The type of
olignucleotide depends on its usage — in an
oligonucleotide array (with 60–100mers) or a
PCR product array, or to create fusion
proteins. (c) The primers are compared to
each other, and to the raw sequence to
eliminate crossreactivity. (d) In a PCR-based
array, products are amplified, purified and
analyzed, then (e) spotted onto a solid
support. (f) For pathogenesis studies,
samples are taken from a relevant condition
(for example, from an animal or plant, or in
culture exposed to a stimulus of interest). It
can be difficult to determine appropriate
controls for these experiments, but the same
strain grown in vitro can be used. Labeled
samples are hybridized, processed and
analyzed to identify differentially regulated genes.
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been invaluable in many fungal pathogens. Serial analysis
of gene expression (SAGE) and microarrays, discussed
below, rely on the same principles.

Microarray analysis
Microarray analysis is clearly the technology of choice for
assaying expression changes between populations. It can
be applied to dozens of conditions and can track thousands
of genes simultaneously. The well-known obstacles to
microarraying, mostly its cost and complexity, are being
reduced as the technology becomes more widespread.
Commerical and academic software is easing the task of
data analysis, though ascribing biological meaning to array
data remains a formidable challenge. A recent paper 
thoroughly reviews the theories and methods of microarray
data analysis [11••]. An effort to create Minimum
Information About Microarray Experiments (MIAME)
standards to apply to publication of array work will 
hopefully ease the current problems encountered when
comparing data from different laboratories [12].

In a microarray, thousands of DNA spots representing
genomic features (usually open reading frames, or ORFs)
are arrayed on a solid support, usually a glass microscope
slide [13]. The DNA can be oligonucleotides, plasmids,
genomic fragments or PCR products. PCR products are
most common, but recent advances in technology and tools
make long oligonucleotides (60–100mers) an attractive
option [14•,15–17]. mRNA populations are enzymatically
labeled (usually fluorescently) and hybridized to the array.
Induction (or repression) of each gene is determined by
the intensity ratio between the two conditions.

Table 1 lists links to some of the hundreds of S. cerevisiae
datasets, plus additional genomic resources. Although little
of this data is directly applicable to pathogenesis, one
exception is recent work from our lab, in which we profiled
S. cerevisiae cells that had been phagocytosed by cultured
macrophages. The primary response in yeast isolated from
the phagolysosome was induction of the glyoxylate cycle, a
biochemical pathway involved in carbon utilization. This
response is conserved in C. albicans (as determined by
Northern analysis) and mutations in isocitrate lyase, an
enzyme of this pathway, are less virulent in a mouse model
of systemic candidiasis [18•].

To date, three projects have used partial C. albicans
microarrays. In the first, exposure to the antifungal 
itraconazole induced expression changes in 296 genes, as
detected on a glass slide array from Incyte Genomics 
containing 6600 ORFs, expressed sequence tags (ESTs)
and genomic fragments. The upregulated genes included
most of the ergosterol biosynthesis pathway [19], which is
the target of the triazole compounds. This commercial
microarray has since been withdrawn from the market.

Brown’s laboratory, in collaboration with several other
groups, constructed a 2000-gene filter-based array and

used it to study morphogenesis by profiling strains with
mutations in CaTUP1 and CaNRG1. ScTUP1 is a global
transcriptional repressor targeted to specific genes by
ScNRG1. In C. albicans, mutations in tup1 and nrg1 confer
constitutive filamentation [20,21,22•• ,23]. Consistent with
this, CaTUP1 and CaNRG1 co-regulate a number of genes
known to have a role in the yeast→hypha transition,
including HWP1, ECE1, ALS3 and ALS8. These genes also
have promoter elements similar to sequences found to
bind NRG1 in vitro. CaTUP1 is also targeted to promoters
by the CaMIG1 protein, which together co-regulate a set
of genes unrelated to morphogenesis [22••,23]. 

Another filter-based array, containing 700 C. albicans genes,
was used to study the regulation of filamentous growth by
the transcription factors CPH1, CPH2 and EFG1. The
cph1 efg1 mutant strain is non-filamentous in most in vitro
conditions and is avirulent in mice [24], but these two 
factors are generally thought to respond to different inputs.
These three factors co-regulate a set of hyphally induced
genes, including HWP1, ECE1, HYR1 and others, suggest-
ing that these signaling pathways converge on a common
set of response genes [25].

C. albicans arrays that are complete (or nearly so) have
been developed by several groups, though none of this
work has yet been published. Although microarray 
construction is certainly not simple (a schematic is
shown in Figure 1), the multiple independent projects
show that the widening accessibility of array technology
has made it possible for collaborations, or even single
laboratories, to undertake an array project from scratch.
This is fortunate, as commercial array sources for species
other than S. cerevisiae are unlikely in the near future.
One group has undertaken a more comprehensive study
of filamentation in C. albicans, using several mutants and
about 20 different conditions, and glass slide arrays with
>6000 genes. As well as confirming the complexity of
hyphal induction, this work also provides hope that these
regulatory networks, which have been associated with
virulence [24], can be deciphered (M Whiteway,
A Nantel, personal communication). Similar efforts can
be expected in C. albicans and in other species within the
next few years.

Serial analysis of gene expression
In SAGE, cellular mRNA is converted into cDNA, and
then cleaved into precise 15 bp segments that are ligated
together and sequenced [26]. The frequency of a particular
sequence is proportional to the mRNA abundance. This is
not as comprehensive as microarray analysis, but it does
not require complete genome sequence and has proved to
be an excellent method for identifying small ORFs missed
during genome annotation, so-called non-annotated ORFs.
Again, this has not been reported in fungi other than
S. cerevisiae, but it is an RNA analysis method in species in
which microarrays are not yet practical, and a tool for
genome annotation.
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Protein-based technologies 
There are conflicting reports on whether or not mRNA
levels generally correlate with protein abundance, with
one report claiming that they do [27] and another 
disagreeing [28]. Regardless of the global relationship
between protein and RNA, it is clear that post-translational
regulation, through turnover or modifications, can affect
protein abundance and activity. Detection of protein 
levels, modifications and protein–protein interactions is
the goal of proteomics. None of these systematic approaches
have been used to any significant degree in pathogenic
fungi, so these descriptions will focus on S. cerevisiae.
Again, the primary barriers to most of these are genome
sequence and labor, so they should be possible in other
species quickly. Graves presents a comprehensive review
of many of these subjects, targeted to the molecular 
biologist [29•].

Two-hybrid system
First developed by Fields, the two-hybrid system has
shown great utility in studying protein–protein inter-
actions [30] and is well known (reviewed in [31]). The
molecular biology of the system requires inframe fusions
within ORFs, meaning that hundreds of thousands of
library clones must be screened even for small fungal
genomes. Rather than use random libraries, Uetz system-
atically cloned >6000 ORFs into both fusion constructs.
They pooled the transformants and screened them, find-
ing 692 interacting pairs. In an alternate approach, they
arrayed 6000 strains, each expressing a single fusion, in
microtiter format and screened against 192 selected ‘bait’
proteins, identifying 281 confirmed pairs. Although more
systematic, this approach was noisy — only 20% of 
initial interactions were confirmed [32•]. Although some
optimization is necessary, the genomic approach has 
obvious advantages.

Protein arrays
Snyder’s group created protein arrays with 5800 yeast 
proteins, expressed in yeast and purified as glutathione-
S-transferase (GST) fusions, using a standard microarrayer.
Control experiments using an anti-GST antibody found
that 93.5% of the spots had a detectable signal. Probing
this array with biotinylated calmodulin identified six
known and 33 previously unknown calmodulin-binding
proteins (six other known calmodulin-binding proteins
were not present on the array). This array was also used to
identify proteins that bind to liposomes containing various
phosphotidylinositol compounds [33••]. A similar array was
used to study protein kinase specificity [34]. It is not hard
to see how this system could be applied to pathogenicity,
for example, to find fungal proteins that bind host factors.

Expression analysis
Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(2D-PAGE) has been used to determine differential 
protein expression (or modifications, such as phosphoryla-
tion). 2D-PAGE is limited by the difficulty in ascribing

protein identities to the spots and by poor success with
low-abundance proteins. Although microsequencing and
mass spectroscopy can be used to identify proteins, fewer
than 500 S. cerevisiae proteins can be identified on the basis
of mobility alone. The use of 2D-PAGE in fungal patho-
genesis is just beginning, but in Mycobacterium, 2D-PAGE
identified a role for the glyoxylate cycle, similar to the
C. albicans findings described above [35,36].

Gels can be eliminated using isotope-coded affinity tags
(ICATs) of slightly different molecular weights to label two
protein extracts. Mass spectroscopy can determine the
ratio of the labels, hence the relative abundance of each
protein. Peaks of interest can be easily sequenced using
mass spectroscopy. This technique permits identification
of low-abundance proteins (a drawback of 2D-PAGE), but
only works in proteins with cysteines on conveniently
sized peptides. A test using ICATs to assess proteomic
changes in response to carbon source in S. cerevisiae was
consistent with previous data [37]. 

Combinatorial approaches
In S. cerevisiae, we are now seeing the combination of 
multiple genomic technologies to develop detailed models
of biological behavior. By combining a few directed exper-
iments with publicly available microarray, 2D-PAGE and
two-hybrid studies, Ideker et al. [38•] reconstructed the
galactose-utilization pathway via computer modeling.
Young and colleagues [39] combined chromatin immuno-
precipitation, which allowed them to find global
transcription-factor-binding sites for all nine known 
cell-cycle regulators, with expression analysis to develop a
model of the orderly and continual progression of the cell
cycle. Multiple genomic approaches have also been used
to study the co-regulation of protein complexes [40]. The
application of these data-intense modeling approaches to
other fungi is still well into the future, but they have great
potential to make predictions about the behavior of 
biological systems. 

Conclusions
Because of the ability of genomics to bypass traditional
challenges in fungal pathogens and to provide a compre-
hensive view of the system, it represents a tremendous
opportunity to study fungal virulence. As is clear from the
above discussion, few of these technologies have yet been
applied to fungal pathogens but, of course, significant
genome sequencing is just now appearing for fungal
pathogens. C. albicans is the most complete of these 
projects [41]. As this changes, we should see the rapid 
and productive application of genomics to this field. 
When used in combination with traditional approaches,
genomics promises to revolutionize our understanding of
fungal pathogenesis.
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